Introduction to our Facilities

**Name of facility:** UCL Infection and Immunity Clinical Research Facility

**Location:** e.g. TBA

**What it does:**

- Support investigators to undertake applications for regulatory approvals of new studies.
- Support investigators applications for access to residual diagnostic samples held by the UCL Infection DNA Bank, and to recall participants contributing to the Infection DNA Bank for secondary studies.
- Provide research nurse time, and access to the Clinical Sampling Laboratory, for clinical review and biological sampling of study participants.
- Established Access policy for use of samples and data via on going a RTB project - BioAid

**Who its for:** e.g. Supporting academic research projects/ supporting clinicians developing routine tests.

**Whom to contact:** Michelle Berkeley – Senior Clinical Research Nurse m.berkeley@ucl.ac.uk or icrh@ucl.ac.uk